Abstract. Minimal generators (or mingen) constitute a remarkable part of the closure space landscape since they are the antipodes of the closures, i.e., minimal sets in the underlying equivalence relation over the powerset of the ground set. As such, they appear in both theoretical and practical problem settings related to closures that stem from fields as diverging as graph theory, database design and data mining. In FCA, though, they have been almost ignored, a fact that has motivated our long-term study of the underlying structures under different perspectives. This paper is a two-fold contribution to the study of mingen families associated to a context or, equivalently, a closure space. On the one hand, it sheds light on the evolution of the family upon increases in the context attribute set (e.g., for purposes of interactive data exploration). On the other hand, it proposes a novel method for computing the mingen family that, although based on incremental lattice construction, is intended to be run in a batch mode. Theoretical and empirical evidence witnessing the potential of our approach is provided.
Introduction
Within the closure operators/systems framework, minimal generators, or, as we shall call them for short, mingen, are, beside closed and pseudo-closed elements, key elements of the landscape. In some sense they are the antipodes of the closed elements: a mingen lays at the bottom of its class in the closure-induced equivalence relation over the ground set, whereas the respective closure is the unique top of the class. This is the reason for mingen to appear in almost every context where closures are used, e.g., in fields as diverging as the database design (as key sets [7] ), graph theory (as minimal transversals [2] ), data analysis (as lacunes irréductibles 1 , the name given to them in French in [6] ) and data mining (as minimal premises of association rules [8] ). In FCA, mingen have been used for computational reasons, e.g., in Titanic [11] , where they appear explicitly, as opposed to their implicit use in NextClosure [3] as canonical representations (prefixes) of concept intents.
Despite the important role played by mingen, they have been paid little attention so far in the FCA literature. In particular, many computational problems related to the mingen family are not well understood, let alone efficiently solved. This observation has motivated an ongoing study focusing on the mingen sets in a formal context that considers them from different standpoints including batch and incremental computation, links to other remarkable members of the closure framework such as pseudo-closed, etc. Recently, we proposed an efficient method for maintaining the mingen family of a context upon increases in the context object set [16] . The extension of the method to lattice merge has been briefly sketched as well. Moreover, the mingen-related part of the lattice maintenance method from [16] was proved to easily fit the iceberg lattice maintenance task as in [10] .
In this paper, we study the mingen maintenance problem in dual settings, i.e., upon increases in the attribute set of the context. The study has a two-fold motivation and hence contributes in two different ways to the FCA field. Thus, on the one hand, the evolution of the mingen is given a characterization, in particular, with respect to the sets of stable/vanishing/newly forming mingen. To assess the impact of the provided results, it is noteworthy that although in lattice maintenance the attribute/object cases admit dual resolution, this does not hold for mingen maintenance, hence the necessity to study the attribute case separately. On the other hand, the resulting structure characterizations are embedded into an efficient maintenance method that can, as all other incremental algorithms, be run in a batch mode. The practical performances of the new method as batch iceberg-plus-mingen constructor have been compared to the performances of Titanic, the algorithm which is reportedly the most efficient one producing the mingen family and the frequent part of the closure family 2 . The results of the comparison proved very encouraging: although our algorithm produces the lattice precedence relation beside concepts and mingen, it outperformed Titanic when run on a sparse data set. We tend to see this as a clear indication of the potential the incremental paradigm has for mingen computation.
The paper starts with a recall of basic results about lattices, mingen, and incremental lattice update (Section 2). The results of the investigation on the evolution of the mingen family are presented in Section 3 while the proposed maintenance algorithm, IncA-Gen, is described in Section 4. In Section 5, we design a straightforward adaptation of IncA-Gen to iceberg concept lattice maintenance. Section 6 discusses preliminary results of the practical performance study that compared the algorithm to Titanic.
Background on Concept Lattices
In the following, we recall basic results from FCA [18] that will be used in later paragraphs.
FCA Basics
Throughout the paper, we use standard FCA notations (see [4] ) except for the elements of a formal context for which English-based abbreviations are preferred to German-based ones. Thus, a formal context is a triple K = (O, A, I) where O and A are sets of objects and attributes, respectively, and I is the binary incidence relation. We recall that two derivation operators, both denoted by are defined: for X ⊆ O, X = {a ∈ A|∀o ∈ X, oIa} and for Y ⊆ A, Y = {o ∈ O|∀a ∈ Y, oIa}. The compound operators are closure operators over 2 O and 2 A , respectively. Hence each of them induces a family of closed subsets, [18] .
Furthermore, the set C K of all concepts of the context K is partially ordered by extent/intent inclusion and the structure L = C K , ≤ K is a complete lattice. In the remainder, the subscript K will be avoided whenever confusion is impossible. Fig. 1 shows a sample context where objects correspond to lines and attributes to columns. Its concept lattice is shown next.
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In Fig. 1 , the concept c #2 = (26, abc) has two mingen: gen(c #2 ) = {ab, ac}. In the remainder, gen will be used both on individual concepts and on concept sets with a straightforward interpretation.
2.2
Incremental Lattice Update, a Recall
Assume that K 1 and K 2 are two contexts diverging by only one attribute, i.e.,
2 ) with A 2 = A 1 ∪{a} and I 2 = I 1 ∪{a}×a . In the following, to avoid confusion, we shall denote the derivation operators in
, by i . Similarly, mingen functions will be subscripted. Let now L 1 and L 2 be the two concept lattices of K 1 and K 2 , respectively. If L 1 is already available, say, as a data structure in the main memory of a computer, then, according to the incremental lattice construction paradigm [5] , it can be transformed at a relatively low cost into a structure representing L 2 . Hence there is no need to construct L 2 from scratch, i.e., by looking on K 2 .
In doing the minimal reconstruction that yields L 2 from L 1 and (a, a 2 ), all the incremental methods rely on basic property of closure systems: C o is closed under set intersection [1] . In other words, if c = (X, Y ) is a concept of L 1 then X ∩ a 2 is closed object set and corresponds to an extent in L 2 . Hence, the transformation of L 1 into L 2 via the attribute a is mainly aimed at computing all the concepts from L 2 whose extent is not an extent in L 1 . Those concepts are called the new concepts in [5] (here denoted N(a)). As to L 1 , its concepts are partitioned into three categories. The first one is made of modified concepts (labeled M(a)): their extent is included in a 2 , the extent of a, hence they evolve from L 1 into L 2 by integrating a into their intents while extents remain stable. The second category is made of genitor concepts (denoted G(a)) which help create new concepts but remain themselves stable (changes appear in the sets of neighbor concepts). Finally, old concepts (denoted U(a)) remain completely unchanged. As concepts from L 1 have their counterparts in L 2 , we shall use subscripts to distinguish both copies of a set. Thus, G 1 , U 1 and M 1 will refer to L 1 , while G 2 , U 2 , M 2 and N 2 will refer to L 2 .
A characterization of each of the above seven concept categories is provided in [17] . It relies on two functions which map concepts to the intersection of their extents with a 2 : [15] , G 1 (a) and M 1 (a) are the minimal concepts in their respective equivalence classes in L 1 .
Example 1.
Assume L 1 is the lattice induced by the attribute set abcdef g (see Fig. 1 on the right) and consider h the new attribute to add to K 1 . Fig. 2 shows the resulting lattice L 2 . The sets of concepts are as follows:
Following [17] , three mappings will be used to connect L 1 into L 2 . First, σ maps a concept in L 1 to the concept with the same extent in L 2 . Second, γ projects a concept from L 2 on A 1 , i.e., returns the concept having the same attributes but a. Finally, χ + returns for a concept c in L 1 the minimal element of the equivalence class [] R2 for its counterpart σ(c) in L 2 .
Definition 2.
We define the following mappings between L 1 and L 2 :
Structure Characterization
We clarify here the evolution of the mingen family between L 1 and L 2 . First, we prove two properties stating, respectively, that no generator vanishes from L 1 to L 2 and that only modified and new concepts in L 2 contribute to the difference
. Then, we focus on the set of new mingen that forms in each of the two cases and prove that a new mingen is made of an old one augmented by the attribute a.
Global Properties
Let us first find the relation between the mingen of a concept c in L 1 and those of its counterpart σ(c) in L 2 . The following property shows that the mingen of c are also mingen for σ(c). 
Moreover G is minimal forȲ , otherwise it could not be a mingen of c.
However, the concept c #12 in L 2 has another mingen, cdh, which it does not share with its image in L 1 . This case can only happen with modified concepts from L 1 because, as the following property states it, for old and genitor concepts in L 1 , the mingen of their σ(c)-counterpart in L 2 are exactly the same as their own mingen.
is minimal for c otherwise it would not be a mingen of σ(c).
For example, consider the concept c #2 = (26, abc) in L 1 . It is easily seen that the set of its mingen, {ab, ac}, is the same as the mingen set of σ(c #2 ) in L 2 .
Characterizing the New Mingen
Now that we know that all mingen in L 1 stay mingen in L 2 , the next step consists in finding the new mingen in L 2 . As the modified concepts and the genitor ones are the minimal elements of their equivalence classes in L 1 , we express the evolution of these classes from L 1 to L 2 . In fact, the class of a new concept c in L 2 is exactly the image of the class of its genitor in L 1 to which we add c. The class of a modified concept is identical in both L 1 and L 2 . 
Property 3. The equivalence classes of new and modified concepts in L 2 are composed as follows:
Clearly, c #13 is minimal in its class, and more precisely, it is a modified concept. Since gen 1 (c #9 ) = {d} and gen 1 (c #9 ) = {g} whereas both mingen d and g are incomparable, the newly formed mingen of c #13 in L 2 are {dh, gh}. Consequently, the entire set of mingen for c #13 in L 2 is gen 2 (c #13 ) = {dg, dh, gh}. Indeed, the correctness of that result can be checked upon Fig. 2 .
A similar result can be proved for the complementary case for the minima in a class [] R2 , i.e., for new concepts. The following property states that the mingen of a new concept c = (X, Y ) ∈ N 2 (a) are exactly the sets produced by adding a to each of the mingen that are minimal in the entire class [γ(c)] R1 .
Property 5. :
Following Properties 4 and 5, we state that every new mingen in L 2 is obtained by adding a to a mingen from L 1 .
Corrolary 2. : gen(C
In summary, to compute the mingen in L 2 , one only needs to focus on new and modified elements. In both cases, the essential part of the calculation is the detection of all the mingen G of concepts from the underlying equivalence classes which are themselves minimal, i.e., there exists no other mingen in the class that is strictly included in G. Obviously, this requires the equivalence classes to be explicitly constructed during the maintenance step.
Mingen Maintenance Method
The results presented in the previous section are transformed into an algorithmic procedure, provided in Algorithm 1, that updates both the lattice and the mingen sets of the lattice concepts upon the insertion of a new attribute into the context. The key task of the method hence consists in computing/updating the mingen of the minimal concept in each class [] R2 in L 2 . Such a class will be explicitly represented by a variable, θ, which is a structure with two fields: the minimal concept, min-concept, and minimal mingen, min-gen. Moreover, the variable for all classes are gathered in a index, called Classes, where each variable is indexed by the R 1 value for the respective class. 
Algorithm 1: Insertion of a new attribute in the context
It is noteworthy that the lattice update part of the work is done in a way which is dual to the object-wise incremental update. Thus, the Algorithm 1 follows the equivalent of the basic steps for object incrementing described in [14] . The work starts with a pre-processing step that extracts the class information from the lattice and stores it in the Classes structure (primitive ComputeClasses, see Algorithm 2). At a second step, the variables θ corresponding to each class are explored to restructure the lattice and to compute the mingen (lines 6 to 16). First, the kind of restructuring, i.e., modification of an intent versus creation of a new concept, is determined (line 7). Then, the standard update procedures are carried out for modified (line 8) and genitor concepts (lines 10 to 12). In the second case, the computation specific to the mingen family update is limited to lines 13 and 14. Finally, the mingen set of a minimal concept is updated in a uniform manner that strictly follows the Properties 4 and 5.
The preprocessing step as described in Algorithm 2 basically represents a traversal of the lattice during which the content of the Classes structure is gradually collected.
At each concept, the intersection of the extent and the object set of the attribute a is computed (line 5). This provides an entry point for the concept to its equivalence class which is tentatively retrieved from the Classes structure using the intersection as a key (line 6). If the class is not yet present in the structure (line 7), which means that the current concept is its first encountered member, the corresponding variable θ is created (line 8), initialized with the information found in c (line 9), and then inserted in Classes (line 10). The current concept is also compared to the current minimum of the class (lines 11 and 12) and the current minima of the total mingen set of the class are updated (line 13). At the end, the structure Classes comprises the variables of all the equivalence classes in R 1 with the accurate information about its minimal representative and about the minima of the global mingen set. , is made of all frequent concepts. An iceberg is thus a join-semi-lattice, a sub-semi-lattice of the complete concept lattice [11] .
For example, the iceberg L 0.20 1 obtained from the complete lattice of Fig. 1 with α ≥ 0.20 is shown in Fig. 3 . Unlike the object-wise incremental iceberg update [10] , when a new attribute is added, the maintenance of the iceberg follows strictly that of the complete lattice. This is due to the invariance of concept frequency: Once a concept is generated, its frequent status remains unchanged. Assume c is a concept in L Moreover, the frequency of the intersection R 1 (c) is monotonously non-decreasing with respect to lattice order since it is the composition of two monotonous non-decreasing functions.
Exploring the monotonicity of the frequency function and restricting the R i functions (i = 1, 2) from section 2.2 to icebergs, we obtain the fact that a class may be only partially included in the iceberg. Furthermore, as for any concept
is the extent of a new or a modified concept in L α 2 , only the frequent intersections could be considered since the concepts corresponding to infrequent ones do not belong to the iceberg.
The above observation could potentially invalidate our mingen calculation mechanism since it relies on the presence of the entire mingen set for a class in R 1 . However, observe that only the minima of the equivalence classes require some calculation. Moreover, because of the monotonicity, the minima are also the less frequent concepts of a class and thus cannot be present in the iceberg L α 2 if the class is only partially covered by L α 2 . Consequently, infrequent intersections could simply be ignored.
In summary, the icebergs could be dealt with in a way similar to that for complete lattices. The only thing to be added is a filter for infrequent intersections. Thus, a concept producing such an intersection should be discarded from the preprocessing step. As a result, only the classes corresponding to frequent intersections, or, equivalently, having frequent minima, will be sent to the main algorithm for further processing. c ← out(cQ) 7:
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Algorithm 3: Computation of the frequent equivalence classes [] R in the initial iceberg lattice
Luckily enough, the difference between the processing of icebergs and that of complete lattices can be confined in the class construction step. Thus, the frequency-aware traversal of the iceberg relies on the monotonicity of the intersection function to prune unnecessary lattice paths. More specifically, it explores the concept set following the lattice order and in a top-down manner whereby the in Fig. 3 is depicted in Fig. 4 .
Experiments and Performance Evaluation
The algorithm IncA-Gen has been implemented in Java and a version thereof is available within the Galicia 3 platform [13] . The platform version is designed for portability and genericity and therefore is not optimized for performances.
A stand-alone version of the algorithm, called Magalice-A, was devised for use in experimental studies. Its performances have been examined on a comparative basis. In a preliminary series of tests, Magalice-A was confronted to the Titanic algorithm [11] . Titanic is a batch method which solves a similar problem, known as frequent closed itemset mining, and produces comparable results, i.e., the set of frequent concept intents and the corresponding mingen sets. The choice of Titanic was further motivated by the reported efficiency of the method and its status of reference algorithm in the FCA community. We used our own Java implementation of Titanic for the experiments since at the time of the study, no code was publicly available 4 . The experiments were carried out on a Pentium IV 2 GHz workstation running Windows XP, with 1 GB of RAM. The comparisons were performed on two types of datasets:
-subsets of Mushroom, a real-world dataset which is also a dense one (8, 124 objects, 119 attributes, average of 23 attributes per object), and -subsets of T25.I10.D10K, a sparse synthetic dataset popular with the data mining community (10, 000 objects, 1000 attributes, average of 25 attributes per object).
The choice of both datasets was motivated by the following observation. It is now widely admitted that incremental lattice algorithms perform well on sparse datasets but lag behind batch methods when applied to dense ones. Our goal was to test whether this trend persists when the mingen families are fed into the computation process. Indeed, the experimental results seem to confirm the hypothesis that incremental methods may be used as efficient batch procedure whenever dealing with low-density data tables.
More concretely, two types of statistics have been gathered. On the one hand, the efficiency of both algorithms has been directly related to the CPU time that was required to solve the task. On the other hand, we have recorded the memory consumption as an important secondary indicator of how suitable the algorithm is for large dataset analysis. Fig. 5 depicts the CPU time of the analysis of both datasets: the dense one, on the left, and the sparse one, on the right. The first diagram indicates that Titanic outperforms Magalice-A by far: it runs 2 to 7 times faster. However, the reader should bear in mind the fact that beside the concept set and the mingen, Magalice-A also maintains the order in the iceberg lattice while Titanic does not. The second diagram reverses the situation: Magalice-A beats Titanic by a factor going up to 18. A more careful analysis would be necessary to explain such a dramatic shift in performances. However, the main reason seems to lay in the fact that the performance of the incremental algorithm is strongly impacted by the actual number of concepts in the iceberg. Thus, with a higher number of concepts as with the Mushroom dataset, the algorithm suffers a significant slow-down whereas with T25.I10.D10K where the number of concepts is low, it performs well. The closure computation used by Titanic to find concept intents depends to a much lesser degree on the number of concepts in the iceberg and therefore the performances of the algorithm vary in a narrow interval. Fig. 6 visualizes the results about the memory usage for both algorithms. The same trends as with CPU-time seem to appear here. Thus, while dense datasets increase substantially the memory consumption of our algorithm, Titanic remains at a reasonable usage rate. With sparse datasets however, the figures are mirrored: Magalice-A leads by far with a much smaller memory demand. Once again, the number of frequent concepts might be the key to the interpretation Fig. 6 . Memory consumption for Magalice-A and Titanic. The tests involved the entire dataset from which only the frequent concepts had to be computed using a range of support threshold values of the results: with larger number of concepts, the overhead due to additional computations in Magalice-A, i.e., equivalence class constitution, extent and order computation/storage, etc., takes over the core tasks of computing intents and mingen. Conversely, with a small number of frequent intents, the number of mingen is (proportionally) larger. Magalice-A does well since only small amount of computing is performed on a mingen, whereas Titanic wastes time in computing a large number of closures.
It is noteworthy that for support values of 1% and less, both algorithms exhaust the main memory capacity and relied on swapping to continue their work. For Titanic, this happens when working on the sparse dataset while for Magalice-A it is the case with the dense one.
Conclusion
Minimal generators of concept intents are intriguing members of the FCA landscape with strong links to practical and theoretical problems from neighbor areas. Because of their important role, it is worth studying their behavior under different circumstances, in particular their evolution upon small changes in the input context. In this paper we studied the evolution of the mingen family of a context upon increases of the attribute set. The operation has a certain practical value since in many FCA tools, dynamic changes in the set of "visible" attributes are admitted. However, in this study we looked at the incrementing of the attribute set as a pure computational technique and examined its relative merits compared to those of an existing batch method.
The results up to date suggest that the incremental paradigm has its place in this particular branch of FCA algorithmic practices. They also motivate the research on a second generation algorithms that would improve on the design of the initial, rather straightforward procedures, IncA-Gen and Magalice-A.
The presented research is a first stage in a broader study on the dynamic behavior of FCA-related subset families: closures, pseudo-closed, mingen, etc. An even more intriguing subject is the cross-fertilization between methods for computing separate families in the way it is done in Titanic or in the Merge algorithm described in [12] .
